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1.1. PERSONAL TRAINERS 
 
     "Aesthetic labour" (AL) is work where the 
individual's "embodied competencies" (Warhurst et a l 
2000) or "physical capital" (Bourdieu 1985) 1 is leased to 
a company. "Aesthetic labour is often said to manif est in 
the 'look', or indeed the comportment, voice or oth er 
physical characteristics, of the employee which is 
commodified by the labour process and transformed i nto 
competencies 'geared towards producing a "style" of  
service encounter deliberately intended to appeal t o the 
senses of the customers' (Nickson et al 2003) in or der 
to create commercial value. Indeed, it is now commo nly 
accepted that the aesthetic of the employee can be of 
considerable value to the firm as an organisational  
artefact, or an aesthetic artefact (Hancock and Tyl er  
2000), in the sense that the employee 'look' depict s the 
image, strategy and indeed body of the firm" (Harve y et 
al 2014 p454) 2.  
     AL has been studied in retail sales assistants , for 
example, whose appearance is used by the company "t o 
convey the image of a product" with these employees  
embodying the brand (Harvey et al 2014). In everyda y 
language, the staff with the "right look", or, more  
technically, "embodied competencies" 3.  
 
     Harvey et al (2014) applied AL to self-employe d 
personal trainers (PTs) based on participant observ ation 
and seventeen in-depth semi-structured interviews a t two 
fitness centres in South Wales.  

1  "The production of physical capital refers to the social formation of bodies by individuals through 
sporting, leisure and other activities in ways which express a class location and which are accorded 
symbolic value" (Shilling 1991 quoted in Harvey et al 2014). 
2  Morris (2007) noted that "in the extraction of surplus value from labourers under the current 
economic dispensation... the disenfranchised poor and especially women become increasingly and 
specifically subject to the operations of trans-national capital" (p366). 
3  In relation to gender, Butler (1993) used the term "stylised repetitions" to describe rituals where "the 
effect of rites of gender assignment or marriage, for example, is less the accomplishment of a new 
categorical status than the demand that individuals continually reiterate the forms within which that 
status would be socially legible" (Morris 2007 p364). 
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     Frew and McGillivray (2005) described PTs as " the 
embodied labour of health and fitness clubs [that] 
operates to accentuate consumer desire... Their bod ies 
are referential texts or marketing mediums to be re ad by 
and influence consumers groups. They are physical 
manifestations of the idealised classical body, bei ng fat 
free, toned and in proportion, qualities synonymous  with 
purity and success" (quoted in Harvey et al 2014). So, 
put simply, the PT is "embodying an aspirational lo ok or 
lifestyle" (Harvey et al 2014).  
     Harvey et al (2014) noted three components of 
physical capital that were evident: 
 
     i) Adornment - "extra-physique modification of  
appearance". For example, "uniform" or clothes worn  to 
distinguish PTs from "ordinary" fitness centre staf f. 
"Phil" told this story: "When I first started the j ob we 
had to wear orange T-shirts with 'Personal Trainer'  on 
the back. We looked exactly the same as the staff o n 
reception, which is fine. People got used to the fa ct 
that if you were a PT then you'd have it written on  the 
back. Then after about 4 months, new trainers began  to 
come in who were given completely different uniform s to 
us. Nice smart black ones. And people cottoned on t hat 
they were PTs. They were wearing completely differe nt 
uniforms that were very smart as opposed to our tat ty 
orange T-shirts. That annoyed me. I complained. I s aid 
that either everyone has to be orange or everyone h as to 
be black" (p461). 
 
     ii) Capacity - physical ability of individual.  PTs 
would work out when not directly helping clients "t o 
demonstrate their physical capacity in order to att ract 
clients who might be sufficiently impressed or intr igued 
to solicit their service. Frequently, throughout th e 
period of observation, PTs were observed working ou t by 
performing a complex or otherwise difficult movemen t in 
order to illustrate their physical capacity" (Harve y et 
al 2014 p462). 
 
     iii) Physique - physical aspects of the indivi dual. 
For example, "Deidrie" talked about her choice of s horts 
rather than trousers: "So when people see me in sho rts 
they think 'My God, your legs are solid'. They appr eciate 
my legs when they see them in shorts because they c an see 
that it's solid muscle. If you've got trousers on t hen it 
doesn't look the same" (p461).  
 
     Though physical capital was important, "'exces sive' 
physical capital becomes problematic" (Harvey et al  
2014). For example, "Phil" commented that "if you'r e 
really muscular and you've got veins popping out 
everywhere then people won't come up to you" (p464) . 
Harvey et al (2014) stated that "physical capital c an act 
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to limit consumption if it reinforces the potential  
consumer's feeling of inadequacy or insecurity, poi nting 
to their 'fat and flaccid (carnival) body [which] 
signifies weakness and lack of moral virtue, emphas ising 
the visible and literal "sins of the flesh"' (Frew and 
McGillivray 2005). This may serve to intimidate and  
dissuade potential customers of fitness centres. Th us, a 
key conceptual implication of this work is to highl ight 
the ambivalence of physical capital for the PT as o pposed 
to the idea that physical capital is unproblematica lly 
positive (or negative) in work contexts such that t he 
more capital that is amassed, the more successful t he 
individual" (pp464-465) 4. 
 
 
1.2. GYM USERS 
 
     Thualagant (2016) explored the "bodywork" of u sers 
of ten club-based fitness centres in Denmark with 
interviews with younger men (18-29 years old) and m iddle-
aged women (50-59 years old). The interviewees work ed-out 
at least twice a week, and the work-out was seen as  "a 
bare necessity" (ie: "bodywork as almost an obligat ion in 
relation to the feeling of well-being"; Thualagant 2016). 
     The interviewees emphasised the benefits for f uture 
health as the main motivation. But the "enhancement  and 
improvement of the bodily appearance is essential f or 
the younger men interviewed... They expressed ideal s of a 
masculine body and negotiated on the ideal fit and 
healthy looking body and portrayed a healthy body a s a 
fit and muscular body" (Thualagant 2016 p195). Thes e 
individuals felt healthy when they looked in the mi rror 
or after pushing themselves to train harder. 
     The women interviewed talked positively about doing 
something for their health - being physically activ e: 
"Through their conversations the middle-aged women 
internally negotiated and portrayed themselves as 
entrepreneurs of their body capital" (Thualagant 20 16 
p196). 
     For all interviewees physical health was "conn ected 
to a sentiment of well-being and a sense of control " 
(Thualagant 2016 p196). This also included "a consc ious 
approach to nutrition" (Thualagant 2016).  
 
     Thualagant (2016) described the behaviour of t he 
interviewees as "bodywork" 5 or "body projects", which 

4  Jackson (2014) commented: "Richard Sennett (2009) has written beautifully of traditions of craft and 
the special relationship between worker and the object of labour this has historically produced. The 
decline of craft traditions — which Sennett extends in principle to modern pursuits as varied as 
medicine and computer programming, parenting and citizenship — constitutes a significant weakening 
of our connection to the worlds of goods and work we inhabit today" (p232). 
5  "Bodywork" is described as "practices or 'work' one performs on one's own body... connected to 
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focused on the ability of the body. "Despite their age or 
difference of gender, they seem to have one task in  
common, namely the idea of an optimisation of the b ody, 
that is the act of rendering the body as optimal as  
possible in order to achieve more or better health 
(Thualagant 2016 p199).  
     But this takes place in a social context - "th e 
health society" (Kickbush 2007) - "health is no lon ger 
just an outcome of the social and economic developm ents 
but has become a defining characteristic of society  and 
thus central" (Thualagant 2016 p199).  
     "Encouraged by the neo-liberal impetus that ap peals 
to an individual responsibility towards the path of  a 
healthy life, these agents act as entrepreneurs of their 
own healthy lifestyle by moving their bodies, worki ng 
with and on their bodies, and opting for different body 
and performance enhancing strategies" (Thualagant 2 016 
p199). 
     Lipovetsky (2006 quoted in Thualagant 2016) us ed the 
term "hypermodern society" to describe the increase d 
individualism, which, through narcissism, influence s "the 
way the body is lived" (Thualagant 2016). "The era of 
hypermodernity is depicted as a radicalisation of t he 
individualism emerged in post-modern society and in  this 
sense hypermodernity can be comprehended as an era 
evolving around a second wave of individualism, in other 
words, as post-post-modern society. Embedded in a c ulture 
of consumption, the hypermodern times are enrolled in an 
economic rationale where everything is consumable, 
even health" (Thualagant 2016 p199).  
     This manifests itself in "performance" (Ehrenb erg 
1991 quoted in Thualagant 2016) ie: doing something  but 
in relation to norms. "Running a marathon is no lon ger 
just a challenge that some enthusiastic runners can  be 
proud of, it has become an accomplishment that work  and 
career consultants encourage job applicants to put into 
their CV as a transferable skill" (Thualagant 2016 p200).  
     The interviewees existed in a social context w here 
they "can act for health" (Thualagant 2016). Though  they 
may have been satisfied with their health, there wa s 
always a possibility to be healthier. "Bodywork can  thus 
in the perspective of a hypermodern society be appr oached 
as not only the will to act for a healthy body but also 
as the will to act for a more healthy body" (Thuala gant 
2016 p200). The possibility of better health meant that 

aesthetic modifications or maintenance of the body, and includes dieting or eating practices, exercise 
regimes, wearing make-up, tanning, tattooing and cosmetic surgery" (Coffey 2016 pp169-170).  
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"investing in their body capital" was a "normal" th ing to 
do (Thualagant 2016). 
     It is about "becoming", and Deleuze (1992) ask ed 
"what can a body do" rather than "what are bodies" 
(Coffey 2016). The body is seen as an "assemblage" 
(Deleuze and Guttari 1987), which "places attention  on 
the other things the body engages with, including 
discourses, affects, ideals, norms, practices, 
institutions and other bodies and objects" (Coffey 2016 
p174). 
 
     In her research, Coffey (2016) performed inter views 
with men in their 20s in Melbourne, Australia, in o rder 
to explore how "bodywork practices" were related to  
health. Appearance was important, particularly "big  and 
strong". "Finn", for example, stated: "I want to be  
muscular, I want to be seen as like, strong, in 
everything" (p176). This fits with the "look good, feel 
good logic" (Featherstone 2010). But the men also 
rejected that they were under pressure to look good  
compared to women - eg: "Paul" said: "I certainly d on't 
think about my appearance anywhere nears as much as  women 
I know. I don't have to" (p177). Contradictions are  at 
the heart of the physical body for men - to look go od, 
especially muscular is masculine, but not to be 
preoccupied with appearance (which is feminine).  
 
 
1.3. FEMALE BODIES MOSTLY 
 
1.3.1. Cosmetic Surgery 
 
     Cosmetic surgery has grown in popularity in re cent 
years to be almost normal for women, particularly i n the 
USA. Brooks (2004) wondered why. She concentrated o n 
three factors specifically to explain the US situat ion: 
 
     i) The deregulation and commercialisation of 
American medicine - From the 1980s, in particular, 
companies providing cosmetic surgery have been able  to 
market and advertise themselves in the same way as (and 
with similar language to) companies producing any 
products or services. 
 
     ii) Narrative themes in media coverage - Brook s 
(2004) analysed articles on cosmetic surgery in "Vo gue", 
"Harper's Bazaar", "US Weekly", "People" magazines 
between 2001 and 2003. Two themes emerged that pres ented 
cosmetic surgery in a positive light - cosmetic sur gery 
as new technology, and candid person accounts of th e 
benefits of cosmetic surgery.  
     In relation to the former theme, concepts like  
"scientific wonder", "innovation and progress", and  
"medical expertise" were prominent. Ease, convenien ce and 
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availability were emphasised. For example, referrin g to 
Perlane treatment (a biosynthetic form of hyaluroni c acid 
injected into the cheeks), an user reported: "I inj ected 
freshness and life into my face with less time and effort 
than a visit to the hairdresser" (p217). Another ar ticle 
talked of "an evening of mixing girlfriends, gossip , and 
Botox shots" (p217).  
     The second narrative theme involved the person al 
stories of, usually, celebrities who had undergone 
cosmetic surgery.  
     "As new cosmetic technologies are touted as 
fantastical and wondrous, innovative and progressiv e, 
these same characteristics are equated with the peo ple 
who use them. Praised for their courage, daring and  
forward-looking sensibilities, women who embrace ne w 
technologies without fear or hesitation become livi ng 
symbols of scientific advancement and innovation. N ews 
anchor Greta Van Susteran's eye-lift is admired as a 
'bold look'... and television star Patricia Heaton 
proudly describes her decision to have a tummy tuck  and 
breast lift as a forward leap: 'the future is here! '" 
(Brooks 2004 p218). 
 
     iii) New forms of social control - Morgan (199 1) 
agued that "cosmetic surgery fuels a 'pathological 
inversion of the normal' – as more women obtain 
'surgically created, beautiful faces and bodies' th e 
naturally given will be labelled the 'technological ly 
primitive' while the '"ordinary" will be perceived and 
evaluated as the "ugly"'" (Brooks 2004 p225). The a ctress 
Carrie Fisher recalled her mother's 70th birthday p arty 
where the one woman "who had had nothing done" "sto od 
out" (p225).  
     Morgan (1991) referred to cosmetic surgery as a kind 
of "technological beauty imperative" - "by making 
feminine ideals of youth and beauty 'technologicall y 
achievable' cosmetic surgery also makes 'obligatory  the 
appearance of youth and the reality of "beauty" for  every 
woman who can afford it'" (Brooks 2004 p209).  
 
     Brooks (2004) summed up her view: "Individuals  often 
experience their cosmetically altered bodies as 
expressive of their 'true' selves (Kathy Davis [199 5] 
describes cosmetic surgery as 'reducing the distanc e 
between the external and the internal'), and many f eel 
comfortable, 'at home', and embodied in their 
cosmetically altered bodies. Without contradicting the 
validity of these experiences, I suggest below that  
cosmetic surgery can also disrupt the potential for  
reflexive communication between self and body. On t he one 
hand, cosmetic surgery can produce a body of limite d 
capacity, lacking in physical sensation and 
responsiveness, a body less able to reflect the ful l 
range and complexity of subjective experience. On t he 
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other hand, cosmetic surgery, and the tolerance or 
dismissal of bodily responses such as pain, blood a nd 
bruising that often accompany it, may begin to disc redit 
the body's role as a knowledge source and self-info rmant. 
Whether through rendering a mistrust of bodily sign als, 
or the production of a body of reduced sensation an d 
expressiveness, cosmetic surgery can restrict inter active 
relations between self and body, or put differently , 
invoke a loss of embodied knowledge" (p228). 
     Though some of the articles analysed by Brooks  
(2004) admitted to the realities of cosmetic surger y, in 
most cases it was played down. For example, a celeb rity 
undergoing eye-life surgery had "her eyes partly se wn 
shut" and spent three weeks looking "like a victim of 
spousal abuse" (Brooks 2004). 
 
     Brooks (2010) focused on older adults: "Fierce  
competition between medical professionals who adver tise 
their products and services to solicit patients, di rect-
to-consumer pharmaceutical advertising, and the fas t-
track approval process for new pharmaceutical drugs  means 
that older Americans are increasingly targeted as 
potential recipients of anti-ageing technologies an d 
medications" (pp238-239). 
     Added to the general factors about cosmetic su rgery 
discussed above, older women, in particular, are 
confronted with "decline narratives" (Gullette 2004 ) that 
equates age with decay. 
     Brooks (2010) interviewed forty-four 47-76 yea r-old 
US women who have used, resisted, or were unsure ab out 
aesthetic, anti-ageing surgeries and technologies. A 
number of themes were drawn out of the transcripts:  
 
     a) "Faith and comfort in new technologies" - e g: 
"Caroline" (47 years old): "I think it's great that  they 
[cosmetic surgeries and technologies] are out there . We 
[my friends and I] always say, 'yeah, it's great, w ho 
knows what they'll have in 10 years'. I think the l ess 
invasive the better. All these little advances mean  that 
you can keep tweaking, without really, you know, ha ving 
to do major work. You know, why not? 'Keep working in 
your labs, that's all I have to say! Keep at it!" ( p244). 
 
     b) "Technological power, magic, and seduction"  - eg: 
"Amy" (48 years old): "It's almost like magic and I  
totally can see how women, especially as we age, ge t 
seduced into 'oh, let me do a little bit of this', 
because it is very enticing... Going in [to surgery ] my 
line was 'this is all I'm ever going to do' like I' ve 
drawn the line and that was it. [But] afterwards I kind 
of sat there and thought, 'oh, you know, I might ge t an 
eye job at some point' and 'yea, I mean, never a fu ll 
face lift, but I can see, you know, a little bit he re and 
there...'" (p244). 
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     c) "Technology as life-renewing, death resista nt" - 
Brooks (2010) observed: "My respondents often equat e 
their surgeries and technologies with the achieveme nt of 
a more youthful, more healthy, more rested, more 
energised look. Outside the achievement of more you thful 
look, however, 'going back a few years' or 'turning  back 
the clock' can also signify a belief in actually be coming 
younger. Some of my respondents experience anti-age ing 
surgery and technology as energy producing and life  
giving; they come out of surgery feeling pleased no t only 
with their younger look, but also with their litera lly 
de-aged faces, bodies, and souls" (p245).  
     For example, "Amy" described being recharged a fter 
her surgery: "All of a sudden something feels drast ically 
better and it’s kind of like 'wow I can keep going' . With 
the ageing process you feel like you're going in a good 
direction from many respects, but from your body's 
respect, it's tough. And all of a sudden something' s been 
reversed and it's like 'wow, I can really go off in  this 
direction!'" (p245). 
 
     d) "The technological imperative" - Interviewe es 
were troubled by the large amount of advertising of  anti-
ageing surgeries and technologies. "Such exposure c an 
lead women to feel worse about ageing and to feel 
increasing pressure to 'do something' about the age -
related changes in their faces and bodies. What had  been 
felt and perceived to be a natural, normal, and eve n 
universal process (ageing) is increasingly experien ced as 
pathological, as a problem in need of fixing and re pair. 
The existence of these surgeries and technologies –  the 
very fact that women can make the choice to have an d use 
them – makes some women feel personally responsible  for 
their ageing faces and bodies. Ageing becomes their  
fault" (Brooks 2010 p247).  
     Two women's comments showed the pressure. "Luc y" (62 
years old) said: "You go in [to her local doctor's office 
at her Health Maintenance Organisation] and there's  
this huge sign in the hall about all the cosmetic 
surgeries they offer now... It makes you stop and t hink 
about 'oh, my God, everybody must be doing this'" ( p247). 
"Mia" (59 years old) commented: "You see it all the  time 
and it makes you think: 'Oh, is that something I sh ould 
be thinking about?' Or, 'Am I so out of the mainstr eam or 
am I so weird, that I don’t care about this?'" (p24 8). 
 
     e) "The female imperative" - Women often exper ience 
the ageing process "worse". Sontag (1997) talked of  a 
"double standard of ageing". "Unlike men, who are v alued 
for capacities such as individual agency and for un ique 
thoughts and actions, women's value is more likely to be 
linked to their sexual attractiveness and reproduct ive 
viability. A man's social value, and even his perce ived 
physical desirability, often increases with age, wh ile a 
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woman's decreases" (Brooks 2010 p250). While Bartky  
(1999) stated: "We need to see but also to be seen and to 
be seen as attractive... a woman's worth, not only in the 
eyes of others, but in her own eyes as well, depend s, to 
a significant degree, on her appearance" (quoted in  
Brooks 2010). 
     Two quotes represent opposing views of this. " Mary" 
(72 years old): "I think it's stupid not to do ever ything 
you can, particularly if you're single. You just ha ve 
to do what you can with what you have... I mean, wh y not 
[get a face lift]? You might as well do what you ca n" 
(p250). On the other hand, "Laura" said: "Why shoul d an 
older woman be expected to be sexually attractive a nd 
have a hot body? I shouldn't feel badly if people d on't 
find my 91-year-old mother-in-law sexually attracti ve. 
She is attractive, just in a different way" (p251).  
 
     Brooks (2010) concluded: "My data suggest that  the 
growing availability, marketing, and use of aesthet ic 
anti-ageing surgeries and technologies in the Unite d 
States both 'reproduce' and 'reconfigure' (Joyce an d 
Mamo 2006) mainstream American cultural attitudes a bout 
women and ageing. As my respondents' experiences an d 
perspectives illuminate, aesthetic anti-ageing surg eries 
and technologies project a new paradigm of ageing, one 
that echoes the successful ageing directives of 
individual responsibility, effort, and work on the body, 
but also intensifies and expands these directives a nd 
contributes more ambitious goals. Ageing successful ly, in 
light of the increasing prevalence of aesthetic ant i-
ageing surgeries and technologies, comes to mean no t only 
maintaining a healthy, active body through diet and  
exercise, but a young-looking body (and face) throu gh 
surgery and injectables. My respondents articulate an 
aesthetic anti-ageing surgery-and-technology-driven  
paradigm that edges out successful ageing in favour  of a 
kind of feminised agelessness – health work on the body 
in the context of ageing is subsumed into youth/bea uty 
work on the body that aims to minimise, reverse, an d even 
prevent signs of ageing altogether" (p251). 
 
 
1.3.2. "Beauty Apps" 
 
     Elias and Gill (2016) noted the growing use of  
"aesthetic self-tracking and modifying devices" or 
"beauty apps" on smartphones that allow individuals  to 
assess their level of beauty (eg: "Golden Beauty Me ter" - 
"determine if you are pretty or ugly"), or enhance 
photographs of the self (eg: "Beauty Mirror" - "let s you 
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play plastic surgeon on your face") 6. Their use is part 
of "a wider trend towards self-tracking and self-
monitoring" (Elias and Gill 2016) and the "quantifi ed 
self" (QS) (Lupton 2014a quoted in Elias and Gill 2 016). 
Lupton (2014b quoted in Elias and Gill 2016) linked  the 
QS to neoliberalism: "the very act of self-tracking , or 
positioning oneself as a self-tracker, is already a  
performance of a certain type of subject: the 
entrepreneurial, self-optimising subject" (quoted i n 
Elias and Gill 2016). Elias and Gill (2016) argued that 
"beauty apps mark out a particularly powerful examp le 
of the intensified surveillance of women's bodies, 
whereby the ever more fine grained, metricised and 
forensic scrutiny of the female body is increasingl y 
mediated by the mobile phone" (p5). 
 
     Health and lifestyle self-tracking is popular,  with 
the help of various apps, but the technology and it s use 
is not unproblematic (Elias and Gill 2016). For exa mple, 
Lupton (2014a quoted in Elias and Gill 2016) 
distinguished three modes of "self-tracking": 
 
     a) "Private self-tracking" - for personal reas ons 
and the data are kept private; 
 
     b) "Pushed self-tracking" - encouraged by medi cal 
professionals, for instance; 
 
     c) "Imposed self-tracking" - at the behest of an 
external organisation and involving coercion (eg: p rison; 
call centre). 
 
     Though this last mode is seen as regulating 
behaviour, Nakamura (2015) saw it as creating "new 
gendered, racialised, and abled or disabled bodies 
through digital means". But surely the use of "beau ty 
apps" is "freely chosen" comes the reply. 
     Put simply, based on the ideas of Foucault, 
neoliberalism has introduced "government" where 
individuals police themselves ("internal surveillan ce") 
in certain areas of life compared to State coercion  in 
the past. The upshot is a deal - certain kinds of 
freedom, empowerment and choice in exchange for sel f-
surveillance and the focus on the individual. McRob bie 
(2009) has argued this in reference to young women and 
post-feminism. "Both post-feminism and neoliberalis m are 

6  Elias and Gill (2016) categorised five types of "appearance or beauty apps": 
i) Apps that "teach beauty techniques"; 
ii) "Virtual makeovers"; 
iii) Cosmetic surgery "trying on" (eg: reshape nose); 
iv) Self-surveillance apps that "scan" the body for flaws and damage; 
v) "Aesthetic benchmarking apps" - ie: rate attractiveness. 
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structured by a grammar of individualism that has a lmost 
entirely replaced notions of the social or politica l, or 
any idea of individuals as subject to pressures, 
constraints or even influence from the outside. In post-
feminist culture, women are interpellated as active , 
autonomous and self-reinventing subjects, whose liv es are 
the outcome of individual choice and agency" (Elias  and 
Gill 2016 p10). 
     Within all of this is the strand of patriarchy  
"taking its revenge" in the "fashion-beauty complex " 
(McRobbie 2009), "an institutionally unbounded asse mblage 
producing aspecific kind of female subject who is 
perpetually dissatisfied and unhappy with her body and 
appearance and thus compelled to embark on new regi mes of 
'self-perfectibility' (McRobbie 2009). This individ ualist 
striving for perfection is best understood as 
entrepreneurial self-work and, more specifically, s elf-
capitalisation concentrated on the visual register (Conor 
2004) and effected through consumer regimes of beau ty 
– and increasingly psychic – labour" (Elias and Gil l 2016 
Elias and Gill 2016 p10).  
     This is evident in the "makeover paradigm" (El ias 
and Gill 2016). Though the emphasis can appear to b e on 
being a "better person", it is about the "reinventi on of 
the body", "but also remodelling psychic life, requ iring 
a makeover of subjectivity itself – whether this is  to 
produce the 'sexual entrepreneur' who is 'compulsor ily 
sexy and always "up for it"' (Harvey and Gill 2011)  or 
the 'confident woman' of Lean In 7 or women's magazines 
who must exude well-being, 'positive mental attitud e', 
and self-esteem, however fragile or insecure she ma y 
actually be feeling" (Elias and Gill 2016 p11). 
 
 
1.3.3. Obesity 
 
     "The Biggest Loser" (TBL) is a reality televis ion 
weight-loss programme that is presented and perceiv ed as 
a positive response to the "obesity crisis" as diet  and 
exercise are emphasised. Monson et al (2016) challe nged 
this view: "weight-loss and obesity discourse is mu lti-
faceted and complex; beyond the messages of healthy  
lifestyle choices are values relating to personal 
responsibility and failure, as well as messages tha t 
construct overweight and obese individuals as unabl e to 
successfully manage their bodies or their lives" (p 525).  
     Linking to critical voices, like Gard and Wrig ht 
(2005), the term "obesity crisis" draws attention t o 
weight and "weight-loss discourse addresses everyon e 
irrespective of current body size... Whether you ar e 

7  Eg: an online community "helping all women achieve their ambitions". 
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working to obtain or maintain a thin body you must remain 
ever vigilant; 'everyone everywhere' is vulnerable"  
(Monson et al 2016 pp525-526). 
 
     Programmes like TBL emphasise "negative stereo types 
of overweight and obese people; the notion that fat  
people are lazy and greedy and lack the ability to 
manage their lives..., as well as the belief that f at 
people cannot be happy or successful in their lives , nor 
can they love themselves or be loved by others... T he 
visceral revulsion towards fatness that is encapsul ated 
in TBL contributes to the climate in which even fat  
acceptance advocates themselves still sometimes 
experience strongly ambivalent personal desires aro und 
weight loss... Studies have also suggested that TBL  
increases the belief that weight is controllable an d 
a matter of purely personal responsibility, a belie f that 
is central to the stigmatisation of overweight and obese 
individuals among the general public... as well as 
fitness and health professionals" (Monson et al 201 6 
p526). 
 
     Reality television often has a 
makeover/transformation narrative "in which any and  
all aspects of life can be made better with the hel p of 
targeted advice from experts and sufficient hard wo rk... 
The makeover programme isnot just about the ideal s ubject 
in terms of body size/parenting skills/fashion sens e/home 
décor who is triumphantly revealed at the end, but also 
about the 'journey' whereby the participant is coac hed on 
the correct ways to manage their feelings and behav iours" 
(Monson et al 2016 p527). This narrative fits with the 
"techniques of governmentality" (Ouellette and Hay 2008), 
or a fairytale myth where waving a magic wand will make 
everything better (Ibrahim 2007). Levy-Navarro (201 2) 
felt that programmes like TBL "relegates every fat body 
to 'before' status: inherently problematic and requ iring 
work and transformation" (Monson et al 2016 p526). 
 
     Monson et al (2016) performed a multi-modal 
discourse analysis on the ninety-minute last episod e of 
the 2012 Auatralian TBL series. They found "discrep ancies 
in the treatment of particular contestants in the f inale, 
whether it is differences in clothing, camera angle s, 
amount of camera time or the nature of the conversa tion 
with the host, communicate messages about success a nd 
value" (Monson et al 2016 p537). 
 
 
1.4. ORGAN DONATION 
 
     Living donors can be used for blood, kidneys, liver 
lobes, stem cells, and eggs and sperm, while brain,  
tissues (including corneas and skin), and organs 
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(including heart, lungs, bladder, and prostate) req uire  
deceased donors (NCB 2011). 
     Three basic models exist in relation to donors  and 
payment (NCB 2011): 
 
i) Purchase as in any good or service for market va lue; 
ii) Reward donor (ie: not full market); 
iii) Recompense donor (eg: pay expenses). 
 
     The NCB (2011) could only find 22 studies on t he use 
of financial incentives to increase donations. The 
quality of material can be poorer (eg: infected blo od), 
and there is a "crowding out" of altruistic/unpaid 
volunteer donors (NCB 2011).  
  
     Research shows that many more individuals say they 
are willing to donate their organs after death than  
actually carry an organ donor card 8. Then relatives may 
refuse the organs for donation after death (Hayward  and 
Madill 2003) 9.  
     There are gender differences and ethnic variat ions. 
For example, in the former case, women are more lik ely to 
carry a donor card, but less willing to donate corn eas 
and heart than men (Hayward and Madill 2003).  
     In terms of ethnic minorities in the UK, Haywa rd and 
Madill (2003), for instance, explored organ donatio n with 
five Muslim women and five Muslim men of Pakistani 
origin, and nine women and eight men who were White  
English in the north of England. Table 1.1 summaris es the 
key themes for each group 10. 
     Hayward and Madill (2003) summed up the findin gs 
thus - "the act of organ donation can be perceived as 
involving a personal cost. This cost can be associa ted 
with religious belief, the ethics of the organ dona tion 
service, and scientific advances, as well as the me aning 
of the body and of specific body parts" (p397). The  role 
of religious beliefs was an important difference be tween 
the Muslim and White respondents, though both group s 
talked in their own way about material intactness o r the 
body after death. 
     The White respondents raised concerns about no t 
trusting the medical profession to try as hard to s ave a 
dying donor card carrier. 

8  In terms of willingness to carry an organ donor card, factors include knowledge about the system, a 
sense of responsibility or duty, and a lack of "squeamishness" (or "ick" factor or "jinx" of thinking 
about death)  (NCB 2011). 
9  Seven factors that influence attitudes towards organ donation have been identified by studies - 
religion, culture, family, knowledge about organ donation, trust of medical authorities, fear, and 
education level (Gauher et al 2013). 
10  In the UK, 4% of the population is of Asian ethnicity, but only 1% of registered kidney donors 
(Gauher et al 2013). NHS Blood and Transplantation launched a campaign for more Black blood 
donors as only 1% of donors in England are from this ethnic group (Press Association 2017). 
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Table 1.1 - Key themes from interviews for each gro up. 
  
 
     From the point of view of the individual recei ving 
the organ, all groups wondered about the transmissi on of 
disease through donation and the lifespan of the do nated 
organ.  
     Overall, Hayward and Madill (2003) pointed out  that 
"in relation to organ donation, one cannot simply v iew 
people as 'rational' beings. One must understand th at 
people are embodied beings whose sense of self is 
entwined with having and being a body, that concern s 
related to embodiment are often generated in metaph orical 
language, and that gender and ethnicity have an inf luence 
on the meaning of embodiment" (p399). But the key i ssue 
was weighing the costs and benefits or organ donati on, 
and this was "related to religious considerations a nd 
family concerns as well as moral judgment of scient ific 
and medical conduct" (Hayward and Madill 2003 p399) . 
 
     Ferguson et al (2008), for example, found that  
personal benefits, like the donor feeling good abou t 
themselves, predicted future blood donation, while costs 
for non-donors included the fear of needles, and ti me 
constraints for blood donation in an Irish study 
(Harrington et al 2007). Other important factors in clude 
easy access to facilities versus fears (eg: unknown , 
needles, blood-borne diseases, fainting) (NCB 2011) . 
 
     Gauher et al (2013) undertook focus groups and  
individual interviews with fifty-eight UK students of 
Indian and Pakistani origin. Six themes emerged fro m the 
data: 
 
     i) Religion - eg: concern about keeping the bo dy 
intact among those who believed in reincarnation (H indu), 
or the process of organ donation in relation to rap id 
burial practices (Islam). 
 
     ii) Limited awareness of the importance of org an 

Muslim women  Muslim men  White women  White men  

1. Costs and 
benefits. 
 
2. Beliefs, 
rules and 
understandings 
mediate 
relationship 
with God. 
 
3. Sense of 
self.  

1. Perceived 
code of conduct 
for living as a 
Muslim. 
 
2. Social 
effects of 
organ donation. 
 
 

1. Sense of 
self. 
 
2. Issues of 
control over 
distal systems. 
 
3. Family 
issues.  

1. Meaning of 
the body. 
 
2. Issues of 
choice, 
control, power 
and authority.  
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donation. 
 
     iii) Influence of medical education rather tha n 
general education - eg: "(Medical students) don't s ee 
death... the same way as I would view it because th ey are 
around it a lot more... they are used to it and ope n to 
things like organ donation" (male Indian; p363). 
 
     iv) Culture-specific factors - the students we re 
more positive about organ donation than they believ ed 
their parents were, and this was related to the 
adaptation to British culture. 
 
     v) Treatment of donors and their organs - "Bot h 
Indians and Pakistanis expressed concern about not 
knowing the recipient of their donated organ. 
Participants expressed how they did not want their organs 
to be wasted and given to someone who may abuse the m" 
(Gauher et al 2013 p364). 
 
     vi) Influence of family - eg: respect given to  the 
family's wishes.  
 
     Gauher et al (2013) observed: "Similarities 
certainly exist between Indians and Pakistanis with  
respect to culture and family but it is the differe nce in 
the importance placed on religion that demonstrates  why 
young Indian and Pakistani students should be consi dered 
separately in respect of attitudes toward organ don ation" 
(p366).  
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2. INTEROCEPTION AND OTHER ASPECTS OF 
PERCEPTION AND EXPERIENCE 
 
     2.1. Interoception 
     2.2. Not moving 
     2.3. Scene analysis 
     2.4. Phantom limb pain 
     2.5. Appendix 2A - Umeda et al (2016) 
     2.6. Appendix 2B - Emotion recognition 
     2.7. Appendix 2C - Garfinkel et al (2016) 
     2.8. References 
 
 
2.1 INTEROCEPTION 
 
     Interoception is "the sensory system that 
communicates the internal state of the body through  
signals originating from within the visceral organs " 
(Tsakiris and Critichley 2016 p1). It is distinct f rom 
information from the senses about the external worl d 
(exteroceptive senses), and automatic physiological  
responses (eg: hormones, autonomic nervous system).   
     Interoception includes information about the 
functional state and health of organs of the body, as 
well as "both sensing and integrating all aspects o f the 
body's physiological state and motivational needs.. ." 
(Tsakiris and Critichley 2016). Thus it is also see n as 
the "physiological sense of the condition of the bo dy" 
(Tsakiris and Critichley 2016).  
     The four main body areas studied are cardiovas cular, 
respiratory, gastrointestinal and urogenital (Tsaki ris 
and Critichley 2016). 
     There are individual differences in interocept ive 
awareness (metacognition) and accuracy (Garfinkel e t al 
2016). Greater accuracy has been found to associate  with 
a feeling of greater emotional intensity (Wiens et al 
2000), as well as better intuitive decision-making (Dunn 
et al 2010).  
 
     Interoception has been linked to a number of a spects 
of behaviour, including (Tsakiris and Critichley 20 16): 
 
     a) Self-consciousness - eg: detecting heartbea t 
signals and "I" and "me" (Babo-Rebelo et al 2016). 
 
     b) Memory - eg: individuals with higher 
interoceptive accuracy were better at prospective m emory 
tasks (ie: remembering a future event) (Umeda et al  2016; 
appendix 2A). 
 
     c) Emotions - eg: the relationship between 
physiological arousal and measures, and subjective 
experience (appendix 2B). 
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     d) Abnormal behaviours - eg: poor respiratory 
accuracy (ie: awareness of breathing) and heightene d 
anxiety, and high cardiac interoception (ie: awaren ess of 
heartbeat) and lowered anxiety (Garfinkel et al 201 6; 
appendix 2C). 
 
 
2.2. NOT MOVING 
 
     Noorani and Carpenter (2017) observed: "It is 
natural to imagine that the motor system exists so that 
we may move. Yet we only have to look at animals or  
people going about their normal business to realise  that 
they are more often stationary than in motion" (p1) . So, 
the physiology of the motor system includes inhibit ory as 
well as excitatory processes. But "stillness cannot  be 
achieved by simple inhibition: it is an active and highly 
demanding process that requires continual innervati on of 
the muscles, and this innervation needs to be just as 
precisely regulated as during movement itself. It d emands 
not only continual expenditure of energy but also 
continual computational effort; a suitable control system 
is likely to embody two fundamental processes: (tem poral) 
integration and feedback" (Noorani and Carpenter 20 17 
p6).  
 
     Noorani and Carpenter (2017) noted the main ty pes of 
"stopping" 
 
     i) Long-term, global 
 
     a) Background, "default" stopping - stopping t he 
default response (eg: reflex) when not appropriate.  
 
     b) Active immobilisation - eg: "freezing" by p rey 
stalked by predators. 
 
     c) Passive immobilisation - eg: muscle relaxat ion 
during sleep. 
 
     ii) Short-term, specific 
 
     a) Determination of movement duration - intern al 
mechanisms outside of conscious control that termin ate a 
movement (ie: sensing that a goal has been reached) . 
 
     b) Externally driven stopping - cancelling an 
intended movement at a conscious level. For example , the 
Go/No-go task involves pressing a button when a 
particular stimulus appears on a computer screen (e g: 
square), but not when another stimulus appears (eg:  
circle). The response to press the button has to be  
cancelled when a circle appears. 
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     c) Internally driven stopping - the brain canc els 
unwanted responses. In the Wheeless task, for examp le, a 
target on a screen moves to the right side, say, an d then 
very quickly to the left side where it stays. The 
response to the right side movement is cancelled as  it is 
unnecessary. 
 
     d) Sequence termination - stopping a sequence of 
movements (a combination of ii (b) and (c)). 
 
 
2.3. SCENE ANALYSIS 
 
     As an individual walks through a busy street w hile 
daydreaming, the brain is converting the mixture of  
sensory inputs into "coherent scenes so as to perce ive 
meaningful objects and guide navigation, and also t o 
imagine visual and auditory scenes and distinguish them 
from 'real' scenes" (Kondo et al 2017 p1). The proc ess of 
distinguishing individual sound sources is "auditor y 
scene analysis" (Bregman 1990). In other words, is a 
sequence of sounds from one source or from multiple  
sources?  
     "Visual scene analysis" (Marr 1982) is where " the 
visual system has to partition a visual scene into one or 
more objects and a background, determining which el ements 
in the scene 'belong' to which object or to the 
background" (Kondo et al 2017 p1). 
     Sensory information processing (based on the 
"bottom-up" approach) is seen as a series of stages  where 
more detail is added, whereas the "top-down" approa ch 
takes account of factors like attention and expecta tions. 
"The relative influence of bottom-up and top-down 
processes and the way that they interact remain unc lear" 
(Kondo et al 2017 p2).  
     The physiology of "scene analysis" includes sc ene-
selective visual areas in the cortex that neuroimag ing 
has shown are active in humans in response to viewi ng 
natural scenes but not objects or faces (Epstein 20 14). 
But "scene perception is more than just the activat ion of 
higher-level scene-selection regions in the brain" (Kondo 
et al 2017 p2).  
     The combination of sensory information has bee n 
found in auditory information being sent to the pri mary 
visual cortex (Ghazanfar and Schroeder 2006). Petro  et al 
(2017) argued that this input helps in "counter-fac tual 
processing" "by triggering imagery, dreaming and mi nd 
wandering, when the visual image is completely diff erent 
from the visual scene that is actually present. Suc h 
processing may be important for allowing people to play 
out scenarios in their minds to test consequences 
and make decisions" (Kondo et al 2017 p2). 
     "Salience" plays a role in scene analysis. Thi s is 
an aspect of the scene that is important (eg: stron g 
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physical features or relevancy to goals). In the fi rst 
case, for example, a fast moving object towards the  
individual, or food for a hungry individual in the case 
of relevancy to goals. Several brain areas seem to be 
involved in the creation of a "salience map" of a s cene 
(Veale et al 2017). 
      
 
2.4. PHANTOM LIMB PAIN 
 
     Phantom limb pain (PLP) is where amputees expe rience 
intense pain in the missing limb. As many as 98% of  
amputees experience warm or cold feeling, itchiness  or 
pressure, for instance, after losing the limb, and 80% of 
them suffer from PLP, varying between throbbing, sh ooting 
and twisting pain, for example (Anderson-Barnes et al 
2009) 
     Though the experience of PLP varies, amputees have a 
"proprioceptive sense" 11 of the missing limb in common 
(Anderson-Barnes et al 2009).  
     Jensen et al (1985) found that three-quarters of 
amputees experienced pain in the same pre- and post -
amputation positions. Anderson-Barnes et al (2009) saw 
this finding as evidence for their theory that PLP is a 
phenomenon of "proprioceptive memory" - ie: "after an 
amputation occurs, proprioceptive memories remain 
embedded within the subconscious and are still easi ly 
accessible. The brain mechanisms have not changed; thus 
memories are still intact and proprioception occurs  as it 
did prior to amputation. When a limb has been amput ated, 
the visual system recognises the absence of the lim b, but 
the proprioceptive system does not" (Anderson_barne s et 
al 2009 p556).  
 
     Anderson-Barnes et al (2009) provided further 
evidence: 
 
     a) Some amputees report volitional control ove r the 
amputated limb. 
 
     b) A feeling that the amputated limb is fixed or 
frozen in the position it was before its loss. 
 
     c) Other patients under general anaesthesia re ported 
their limb in the position before becoming unconsci ous, 
though it was moved during the operation. 

11  Proprioception is the internal awareness of the body in space including the limb position and in 
relation to each other (Anderson-Barnes et al 2009). "Proprioception is frequently overlooked as a 
sense, perhaps because it is so automatic. For example, a person’s proprioceptive senses are utilised 
while driving to work and eating dinner; without proprioception, a person would not be able to look at 
the road while driving because his eyes would need to be focused on putting his feet on the pedals and 
placing his hands on the steering wheel and gear shift" (Anderson-Barnes et al 2009 pp555-556). 
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2.5. APPENDIX 2A - UMEDA ET AL (2016) 
 
     There is event-related prospective memory (PM)  where 
a particular event triggers recall of an action (eg : 
seeing a postbox reminds the individual to post a 
letter), and time-based PM, which involves remember ing to 
perform a particular action at a certain time (eg: take 
medication at 6 pm) (Umeda et al 2016). 
 
     Umeda et al (2016) recruited thirty-eight 
undergraduates in Japan for their independent-
participants design experiment. Participants were 
presented with letters quickly and instructions to press 
one of two keys depending on the sequence (eg: same  as 
previous letter or not), while pressing a third key  if a 
vowel appeared. This was the PM task. Half the 
participants received full instructions about the t ask 
(known condition), and the other half did not (unkn own 
condition). Separately, interoceptive accuracy was 
assessed by asking participants to count the number  of 
times they felt their heart beat during a specific 
period.  
     A significant positive correlation was found b etween 
interoceptive accuracy and PM task performance. 
Individuals in the known condition with a better PM  
performance had a greater increase in heartbeat in 
response to vowels, and it is sensitivity to the 
heartbeat change that the researchers believed expl ained 
the findings. This fits with the idea of "cue 
sensitivity" and event-related PM (West and Craik 1 999). 
So, for example, seeing a postbox increases the 
heartbeat, and individuals who recognise this cue a s a 
trigger to remember to post a letter will successfu lly 
perform that action. 
 
  
2.6. APPENDIX 2B - EMOTION RECOGNITION 
 
     The polyvagal theory (Porges 2001) proposes th at the 
recognition of emotions in others' faces is linked to the 
vagus nerve, which passes from the brain via the ne ck to 
the abdomen, and is a key part of the parasympathet ic 
nervous system (Colzato et al 2017).  
     The recognition of emotions is often tested by  the 
"Reading the Mind in the Eyes" (RMET) (Baron-Cohen et al 
2001), which requires recognition of emotion from a  
picture of the eye region of the face. In studies, heart 
rate, which is used as a measure of the activity of  the 
vagus nerve, positively correlates with performance  on 
the RMET (eg: Quintana et al 2012). 
     Colzato et al (2017) performed an experiment t o show 
this relationship with thirty-eight undergraduates at a 
university in the Netherlands. Individuals experien ced 
transcutaneous (through the skin) vagus nerve stimu lation 
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(tVNS) and a sham condition while naming the emotio ns in 
thirty-six black and white photographs of human eye s 
(RMET). Participants were significantly better at 
recognising emotions in the easy items with tVNS th an 
sham tVNS, but there was no difference for the diff icult 
items. 
  
   
2.7. APPENDIX 2C - GARFINKEL ET AL (2016) 
 
     Garfinkel et al (2016) recruited forty-two 
volunteers at a university in southern England for their 
study of interoceptive awareness and anxiety. 
Interoceptive accuracy for cardiac signals was asse ssed 
by the heartbeat detection task. This is a common m easure 
of interoceptive accuracy, and involves the individ ual 
judging whether a tone, say, sounded at the same ti me as 
a heartbeat or not. Half the tones were presented a t the 
same time as the heartbeat (synchronous condition) and 
half not (asynchronous condition).  
     Respiratory sensitivity was measured with the 
respiratory resistance threshold task (Harver et al  
1993), which involves breathing into a machine that  has 
different levels of resistance. The participants ha d to 
say whether there was resistance or not 12. Anxiety was 
measured by a standard self-reported questionnaire.  
     There was a significant negative correlation b etween 
heartbeat detection task score and anxiety score (i e: 
high accuracy of heartbeat and low anxiety, and vic e 
versa), while poor respiratory accuracy (ie: unable  to 
distinguish between resistance or not) was associat ed 
with higher anxiety scores. 
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